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ABSTRACT. Glaciological investigations were carried out in 1994 on the glaciers in
Hidden Valley, Mukut Himal, Nepal Himalayas, in order to make a eomparison with
observations made in 1974. I\10st of the glaciers were found to ha\"C
in terminus ele\'ation
longest glacier in the \' a lley, has retreated by about 200 m. The areal a\ ' e rage
amount of surface lowering and the volume loss of the glacier was estimated to be 12.6 m
ice equivalent and 13% of the total mass, respecti\'ely. The annual mass balance of
-0.55 m a-I water equivalent was obtained as an average [or 20 years, which is one of the
largest negative values amongst small glaciers of the world.

INTRODUCTION

The shrinkage of small glaciers and ice caps has signific
antly contributed to sea-level rise o\"Cr
association with thc recent warming. fo.1eier (1984) esti
mated the average mass balance of glaciers in the Pamir
I
Karakoram-Himalayan region to be -0.3 1 m a water
equi\'alent
was based on a relationship between mass balance and
annual mass-balance amplitude. The amplitude for this
region, however, was derived by reference only to two parti
cular glaciers. Also, most of the glaciers in the Himalayas
are of a summer-accumulation type: the major accumula
tion and ablation take place simultaneously during the
summer. Their mass-balance regimes could therefore be
difTcrent from those for winter-accumulation-type glaciers
which are abundant in most regions throughout the world
(Ageta and Higuchi, 1984).
Although se\e' ral
termini in the Himalayas have been made (c.g, i\fayewski
andJeschkc, 1979; Fushimi and Ohata, 1980; Higuchi and
others, 1980; Yamada and others, 1992; Kadota and others,
1993), long-term (a fCw decades) mass-balance data are lim
ited, Howe\e
' r,
in the rcgion, it should b e possible to estimate their averagc
mass balanccs and examine their recent b ehaviour in the
Himalayas,
Glaciological research work began on the glaciers in
Hidden Valley, :'[ukut Himal, in 197+. During that work,
mass balance, glacier now and terminus ele\'ations were
observed (FLUii and others, 1976; Nakawo and others, 1976),
T n order to assess the changes in the glaciers O\e' r
20 years since 197+, we carried out fieldwork in October
1994 (FLUii and others, 1996) as part of the Cryosphere
Research Expedition in the Himalayas (CREH).
In this paper, the a\'erage mass balance during the past
20 years has been estimated using CREH data and com-

pared with sevcral dccadal scale mass-balance averages of
glaciers throughout the world,
FIELDWORK IN 1974

Hidden Valley is located in the northern part of the central
Nepal Himalayas (28°50' N, 83c30 ' E), The climatic con
ditions around the \'alley are \ ' e ry
1976; :\fepal, :'Iinistry of Water Resources, 1988). There arc
11 glaciers in the valley and their locations are shown in Fig
ure L With the exception of glacier G2, which is highly
debris-covered in its ablation zone, the glacier surfaces arc
relati\'ely smooth and debris-free,
The ele\'ations of the termini of glaciers G2, G3, G4, G5,
G 7, G8, G9 and G10 were measured using an altimeter.
Rikha Samba Glacier (GS), the longest glacier in the valley,
was closely obsen'ed, Nakawo and others (1976) measured
the trans\erse surface profile of the glacier along line i\
(near the terminus), along line C (around the equilibrium
line altitude (ELA)) and along lines D and E (in the accu
mulation zone) (Fig. 2). In addition, they made a detailed
map of the terminus area by plane-table survey,
FIELDWORK IN 1994 AND RESULTS

In 1994, the termini of glaciers G2, G4, G5, G8, G9 and G10
were remeasured using aThommen altimcter. The terminus
altitudes obtained in 1974 and 1994 are compared inTable 1,
where a retreaLing trend can be seen for glaciers GS, GS. G9
and GlO. In contrast, glaciers G2 and G+ appear La ha\'e
advanced, However, it is unlikely that the terminus of
glacier G2 has moved lower, because no mo\'ement
ice was detected in 1974 (Nakawo and others, 1976). This con
dition is also implied by the presence of a thick debris cO\'er,
The terminus of glacier G4 is in contact with the terminus of
glacier G5, with a medial moraine between them, There
(ore, it is considered that the nominal ad\a
' nce
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Fig. I. Location oJthe glaciers in Hidden VaLLey, Mukut Himal. The shaded area denotes glaciers in Hidden VaLlli)i. The dark /)art
cif glacier C2 denotes the debris-covered area.

Table I. Altitudes if glacier lermini in 1974 and 1994
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50+3
5350
5245
5327
5499
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GIO
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'197-1
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5017
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-27
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were slightly different between the two sets of

observations. The difference could be due to inaccuracy of
the 1974 map, which was made by plane-table surveying.
Nonetheless, Figure 4 shows clearly that the ice mass of the
glacier near the terminus has disappeared in the 20 years

o

between the surveys. F i gure 5 shows the change in the sur

1 km

face profile along the longitudinal transect labeled

X in Fig

ure 4. It is clear that surface lowering of about 40 m and

,

terminus retreat of about 200 m have taken place during
1974-94.

Fig. 2. Rikha Samba Clacier in 1974 showing the locations oJ
the survey lines.

The surface profiles along lines C (around the
and

E

ELA),

D

(in the accumulation zone) were remeasured using

the same survey instrument (Wild TI600), and the ice thick

G4 could be due to shrinkage of glacier G5. Although the

ness was also measured using a 5 MHz radio-echo sounder.

D

In the accumulation zone (lines

is not so reliable, the termini of the glaciers have apparently

lowered by 15-20 m during the past 20 years but no appreci

retreated and the bedrock has reappeared during the last

able surface lowering was detected around the ELA (line

20 years as shown, for example, in Figure 3.

C),

The terminus of Rikha Samba Glacier (G5) was resur

and

E),

measurement was by altimeter, which uses air pressure and

the surface has

as shown in Figure 6 .
Figure 7 shows the change in surface elevation from 1974

(Wild

to 1994 along the central Oowline; the ice thickness obtained

TI600). Figure 4 shows maps of the terminus in 1974 (a)

in 1994 and the areal distribution of the glacier in 1974 were

and in 1994 (b). The distance between benchmarks B�tI-A

digitized

veyed using a laser range-finder and theodolite
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Fig. 3. Ph ot og raphs qf glacier G I0 in 1974 (a) and 1994 (b). In both /)/7otogra/)hs the anows denote the same rock outcrojJ,
although th e j)lacesJrom which the jJ/lOtograpizs we re taken are differ ent.

5700 m a.s.1. was assumed to a\"erage 10 m, because the
thickness change could be reduced to zero at the uppermost
poilll of the glacier from 20 m at line E. The a\·erage surface
lowering for the whole glacier arca is calculated to be 12.6 m
N
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the terminus qf Rikha Samba Glaciel:
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Fig. 4. Mal) qf the terminus qf Rikha Samba Glacier: (a)
1974, aJier Nakawo and others (1976), and (b) 1994, the jJre
senl survey Broken Line, shaded area and solid squares relJ
resent the boundary qf the glacier, debris-covered par t and
benchmarks, res/Jfctivery, in eachJigure.

ice equivalent during the last 20 years. By assuming the ice
depth, based un limited observational data, the total volume
7 �
of the glacier is 46.2 X 10 m and the volume loss during
7
3
20 years is 6.0 x 10 m or 13% of the total volume.
The surface profiles measured in 1994 were very
accurate (roughly ±0.05 m) using a laser range-finder. For
the 1974 observations, howe\·er, the error was estimated to
be ±0.45 m. Accordingly, the \·olume
7 3
be (6 .0 ± 1.0) x 10 m HOlVever, the pereelllage volume
loss w ould be associated with a larger error, because the
still-undctermined ice thickness in the accumulation area
as shown in Figure 7 would lead to greater uncertainty
about the total ice mass of the glacier.
DISCUSSION

Figure 8 shows the average mass balance (m w.e. a I) of
glaciers selected from IAHS ( TCSJ) -UNEP-Unesco (MLil
ler, 1977; Haeberli, 1985; Haeberli and Muller, 1988; Haeberli
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and Hoelzle, 1993), Glacier AXOlO in Shorong Himal, east
Nepal (Kadota and o thers, 1993), and Rikha Samba Glacier.
x
All the mass-balance data are [or the past 10-20)oyears,
including the 1970s. lVlass-balance data are not available
for 26 glaciers including Rikha Samba Glacier. For those
glaciers, the ayerage annual mass balance was calculated
from the difference in their volume during a certain period
usi ng an ice densit y of 870 kg m 3.
This ligure shows that the mass balance ofRikha Samba
Glacier (-0.55 m w.e. a ') is one o[ the largest n egative
values amongst small glaciers in the world. The average
mass balance of -0.55 m w.e. a 'we obtained is also more ne
gative than that estimated by t"lIeier (1984; -0.31 mw.e. a ') for
the Pamir-Karakoram-Himalayan region. It could indi
cate either that Meier's estimate was LOO small for this
region or that the shrinkage of the glaciers in this region
has accelerated during recent decades, since his estimate is
for the past 100 years, whereas ours is for the past 20 years.
Kadota and others (1993) have pointed out that glacier
AXOlO in Shorong Himal, east Nepal, had retreated drasti
cally between 1989 and 1991 at a rate faster than in 1978-89.
It is possible that shrinkage ofRikha Samba Glacier has re
celllly accelerated.
Nleier (1984) has discussed the mass-balance variation
during the past 100 years by using a relationship between
the annual mass-balance amplitude (am)and the long-term
mass balance (b)). He delined alii and assumed a relation
ship between am and b, as:
am

=

b, /am

=

(b\\, - bs ) / 2
-

0 23
.

(1)
(2)

where b". is the winter balance and bs(normally negative) is
the summer balance. \ Vinter and summer balances are
respectively used i nstead of annual accumulation and
ablation. In the Himalayan region, however, it is of little
use to define winter and summer balances, because major
accumulation and ablation occur simultaneously in the
summer monsoon season (Ageta, 1983). It is therefore better
to use the annual accumulation and ablation for b\\' and bs in
Equation (1) in order to represent the mass gradient, an ex
pression of climatic sensitivity of glaciers: (a) glaciers with a
larger mass-balance gradient, which should have a larger
aIII , are more sensitive to a change in ELA than smaller
ones; (b) continental-type glaciers with a small am often
have cold accumulation zones in which atmospheric warm
ing does not lead to an increase in mass loss but to firn
warmIng.
The relationship between alii and b) is examined using 51
selected glaciers from lAHS (ISCI)-UNEP-Unesco (MLil
ler, 1977; Haeberli, 1985; Haeberli and MLiller, 1988; Haeberli
and Hoelzle, 1993) and AXOlO from Kadota and others
(1993) (Fig. 9). The time period considered for these data is
more than 5 years, including the 1970s. The alll for glacier
AXOlO and that for Rikha Samba Glacier were estimated
from Ageta (1983) and FlUii and others (1976), respectively.
Both glacier AXOlO and Rikha Samba Glacier in the Hi ma
layas showed very negative mass balances for corresponding
annual mass-balance amplitudes (al1\)'
It can be seen in Figure 9a that glaciers with a large am
also show a large positive bJ, although those glaciers with a
positive b1 arc few. When b, is negative, the negative correla
tion can be seen b e tween b) and alII (Fig. 9b). The average
\'alues for the fraction b)/ am and the correlation coefficient
for negati\'e b) are -0.28 and -0.55, respectively. The value
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0.55).

of 0.28 differs somewhat from but is similar to that ofMeier
(198..J·; -0.23) [or the long-term trend. It would indicatc that
glaciers with a large am ha\C
'
the recent warming.
Rikha Samba Glacier is a continental-type glacier ha\'
ing cold temperatures in the accumulation zone ( -4.9°C at
23.25 m depth; 5740 m a.s. 1.; Fujii and others, 1996) and its
mass-balance amplitude is relati\'ely small (am is
0. 5 m w.e. a ' ; F�jii and others, 1976). The estimated 20 years
mass balance, however, shows a large negative value
( 0.55 m w.c. a '). Surfacc snow thickness of Rikha Samba
Glacier was a few tens of cenLimeters, evcn in the accumu
lation zonc (S7-W m a.s.1.). Such a thin snow layer in the
upper accumulation zonc has also been observed in the
central Tibetan Plateau (J:.ujita and others, 1996). Fujita and
others (1996) suggested that such a thin snow layer is favor
able to making ice cold in winLer but has a disadvantage [or
accumulation; after complete melting of the thin surface
snow layer, surface ice with a lower albedo would start to
melt drastically w ith strong solar radiation at a low latitude

e\'Cn at the upper accumulation zone. These glaciers would
therefore h3\'e
though they belong to the continental type.
The b, for Rikha Samba Glacier is one of the largest
negative values in the world, although it has a relatively
small am. Ageta (1983) has pointed out that the accumula
tion of the summer-accumulation-t y pe glarins would
decrease drastically with an increase in summer temper
ature: the accumulation becomes small e\'ell
precipitation is very large, because the precipitation
becomes rain with warmer conditions. So the mass balance
would become largely negati\'e
mulation as well as an increase in ablation for a warm
su III mer. It is there[ore considered that summer-accllll1ula
tion-type glaciers would have a strongly negati\'e mass
balance even if accumulation and ablation (annual mass
balance amplitude) were to be small. The strongly negative
mass balance found For Rikha Samba Glacier, in spite o[ the
small annual mass-balance amplitude, could be attributed
to the special characteristics of sumllle]'-acellmulation-l ype
587
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glaciers, although the a\'erage mass balance for a somewhat
short time period may not be an expression of global climate
change but of regional climate variability. The contribution
of the Himalayan glaciers to sea-level rise could therefore be
much larger than the previous estimate associated with
recent global warming, because most of the glaciers in the
Himalayas belong to the summer-accumulatio n type.
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